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In This IssueStructure and Pharmacology of Pentameric Receptor Channels: From
Bacteria to Brain
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Pentameric receptor channelsmediate fast synaptic transmission in the central and peripheral nervous systems and play a key role in
many normal and pathological processes. Here, Corringer et al. review the most recent structural work, discuss insights into the
mechanism of action in these systems, and elaborate on avenues for drug-design structural studies opened.
Crystallography at 7 A˚ Resolution
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Whereas increasingly complex macromolecular assemblies have been successfully crystallized, such crystals often diffract weakly.
Nevertheless, the interpretation of low-resolution diffraction is often desirable as it provides information about the interaction of indi-
vidual components in the system or insights about large-scale conformational changes between different states of the system. Here,
Bru¨nger et al. demonstrate that it is possible to refine a structure at around 7 A˚ resolution.Tools for GPCRs
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G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are an important type of cell surface receptor that
can detect many different ligands with great structural variety, but exactly how this is
possible has been a mystery due to lack of structural information. To facilitate structure
determination process, Chun et al. describe a method to stabilize GPCRs by testing the
insertion of different stabilizing ‘‘fusion proteins.’’ The method was validated by the
successful crystallization of multiple GPCRs, one of which diffracted to 1.7 A˚, the high-
est resolution to date for a GPCR.PUP against the RNA
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In eukaryotes, mRNA degradation begins with poly(A) tail removal, followed by decapp-
ing, and finally mRNA digestion by exonucleases. In recent years, themajor influence of
30 end uridylation as a regulatory step within several RNA degradation pathways hasdriven attention toward the poly(U) polymerase (PUP) enzymes. Munoz-Tello et al. determined a structure of the founding member
of the PUP family, the Cid protein. Furthermore, the authors propose a catalytic cycle and underline the Cid1 RNA binding properties,
with critical implications for miRNAs, histone mRNAs, and, more generally, cellular RNA degradation.
Pinning Down Protein-Ligand Binding Sites
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Proteins perform functions through interacting with other molecules. Roy and Zhang now present a comparative approach to recog-
nize functional sites of protein-ligand interactions using low-resolution protein structural predictions, whereas the conformational
search is based on a hierarchical global-to-local structural comparison with scoring function consisting of both structural and evolu-
tionary information. They demonstrate the power of structure-based approaches to protein-ligand interaction predictions applicable
for genome-wide structural and functional annotations.Catching a Glimpse of Human NPC
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Nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) are the most prevelant passage through the nuclear
envelope (NE), connecting the cytoplasm to the nucleoplasm. These gigantic molecular
machines allow free diffusion of small molecules and ions while mediating selective
energy-dependent nucleocytoplasmic transport of large macromolecules. Here,
Maimon et al. applied cryoelectron tomography to intact human fibroblast cells, recon-
structing their NEs and calculating the structure of the mammalian nuclear pore
complex.Nab2-ing the RNA
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Zn finger proteins are well-established DNA binders, but less is known about their RNA
binding roles. Brockman et al. describe the structure of Nab2 Zn fingers 5–7 and identify
residues involved in interaction with the eukaryotic mRNA poly(A) tail. In contrast to
many other Zn fingers, fingers 5–7 of Nab2 form a coherent structural unit. In addition to influencing the length of mRNA poly(A) tails,
Nab2 appears to have a role in the generation of mRNA-protein complexes that are competent to be exported from the nucleus.Structure 20, June 6, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved v
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Difficult as it may be, NMR can be used to determine structure of integral a-helical membrane proteins. Gottstein et al. now show
that distance restraints from paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) can provide sufficient structural information to determine
these structures. Systematic analysis shows that about one spin label per transmembrane helix is necessary for obtaining
enough PRE distance restraints to exclude wrong topologies. Consequently, an experimentally realistic amount of PRE data
enables membrane protein structure determinations that would not be feasible with the very limited amount of conventional
NOESY data.
Caught in a TYPHON
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Protein dynamics plays a crucial role in function, catalytic activity, and pathogenesis. Consequently, there is great interest in compu-
tational methods that probe the conformational fluctuations of a protein. Harder et al. develop TYPHON, a method to explore the
conformational space of proteins under the guidance of a probabilistic model of local structure and a given set of restraints that repre-
sent nonlocal interactions. They demonstrate that TYPHON provides a flexible yet computationally efficient method to explore
possible conformational fluctuations in proteins.
Mysterious and Obscure HtrA1 Domain Tandem
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The human serine protease HtrA1 is homologous to bacterial DegP, DegS, and DegQ proteases with respect to trypsin-like catalytic
and PDZ domains but differs in having an N-terminal domain with IGFBP (insulin-like growth factor binding protein) and Kazal
(protease inhibitor) homologies. The IGFBP/Kazal tandem is rare, found in only five other human genes, and of unknown function(s).
Crystal structures now reported by Eigenbrot et al. suggest that neither of the prototype functions is likely to be retained, and sensitive
enzymatic assays and binding studies show the ‘‘N-domain’’ tandem has no apparent effect on protease activity.
PMOs in the Quest for Cheaper Biofuel
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Cellulose in plant biomass could be an abundant source of renewable fuels and chemicals, if we only had a cheap way to cleave it.
Many fungi secrete oxidative enzymes, primarily polysaccharide monooxygenases (PMOs), to cleave cellulose and improve the
effectiveness of commonly used cellulases. Li et al. determined structures of two Neurospora crassa PMOs that provide insights
into the chemistry of these enzymes, and evidence for a wide range of PMO substrate recognition patterns.vi Structure 20, June 6, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier LtdHousing the Very Long Chain Lipids
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Very-long-chain (VLC) acyl-CoA synthetases accept lipid substrates over 24 carbon
atoms in length, longer than what is expected to be possible to house within the
protein. Here, Andersson et al. show that the Mycobacterium tuberculosis VLC
acyl-CoA synthetase FadD13 is a peripheral membrane protein. The protein accom-
modates a hydrophobic tunnel that extends from the active site toward the site for
membrane interaction, providing a structural basis for accommodation of lipid
substrates.
Charged Up or Staying Neutral
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Internal ionizable groups in proteins often play essential functional roles and have
highly anomalous pKa values due to factors that are not well understood. It is of
particular interest to understand the extent to which the properties of internal groups
are affected by the reorganization of the protein concomitant with ionization of theinternal group. Chimenti et al. now examine microenvironments of buried ionizable moieties and the structural responses of proteins
upon ionization of these internal groups and link the process with global thermodynamic stability of the protein.
Hydrophobic Core Gets an Extreme Makeover
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Computational protein redesign is an attractive route for generating proteins with new functions; however, most computational
protein design methods use the fixed backbone approximation, which limits the favorable sequence space that can be accessed
during a design simulation. In this work, Murphy et al. use flexible backbone design methods to generate proteins with radically
mutated sequences. Ultimately, authors solve X-ray crystal and NMR solution structures of a designed protein with 0%
protein core identity, showing that the computational design model accurately predicted the observed backbone and side-chain
conformations.All rights reserved
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Spliceosome
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Splicing, the removal of noncoding RNA sequences from pre-mRNA and the joining
of protein-coding sequences, is executed in the cell nucleus by a huge and dynamic
machine termed the spliceosome. Frankenstein et al. describe a computational
model that uniquely positions spliceosomal subcomplexes of known structurewithin
the spliceosome. Themodel portrays the functional domains of these subcomplexes
as a continuous region that lines the surface of the deepest part of a large cavity
within the spliceosome, thereby providing a sheltered environment for the pre-
mRNA and for the splicing reaction.
NAD Kinase Crystals as Reactors
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Methods for rapid design and synthesis of new ligands are highly necessary to build
new tools to manipulate complex biological systems and potentially provide new
drugs. X-ray crystallography can efficiently select small chemical compounds to be elaborated further as stronger binders; however,
connecting two compounds remains a potentially challenging and slow process. Here, Gelin et al. show that crystals of a NAD kinase
can both select weak binders and favor in situ bridging to form a new compound, leading to improved antibacterial activity.
High Potential of a Different Statistical Potential
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Knowledge-based statistical potentials have been extensively used to elucidate the structure and function of a protein, but they are
challenging to design. They usually consist of two major components: observed atomic interacting probability and reference state.
Now, Zhao and Xu focus on the observed probability and parameterize it by the protein sequence profile context of, in addition to
atom types, creating a position-specific potential that outperforms currently popular ones. This implies that evolutionary information
can be very helpful for designing statistical potentials.Structure 20, June 6, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved vii
